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David:
 
As requested. 
 
bill
 
 
Dr. William L. Rooney
Professor, Sorghum Breeding and Genetics
Chair, Plant Release Committee
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-2474
979 845 2151 

-----Original Message-----
From: Stelly_David [mailto:stelly@tamu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2009 6:30 AM
To: Undisclosed-recipients:
Cc: Stelly_David David M.; David Baltensperger; Young Judy; Rhodes Carol
Subject: P&T Subcommittee: preferred slide format

Frank was kind enough to send to me a copy of the slides that they used a couple of years ago 
for the departmental presentations, and while I think the subcommittee assessement, per se, is 
most important, I think administration would consider it desirable to standardize the format, as 
much as possible.   

Toward that end, I include here one subset of generic slides to serve as a template format, as if 
for one person.  If you can find the time to do so, please insert your Subcommittee report slide 
data into that format.  

So far, I have a slide set and summary report from Dick Loeppert (on Jacqui) and a report from 
Frank Hons (on Steve).

Once you complete your slides, please email them to me, preferably (but not necessarily) in the 
attached format.  While copying the text goes quickly, I realize this is late in the game and so 
your time obligations might preclude the reformatting your slide data.  Not to worry -- the 
information is most important.

Thanks,

mailto:wlr@tamu.edu
mailto:stelly@tamu.edu



Amir Ibrahim

		Associate Professor

		Underconsideration for TENURE



		Location: College Station

		Initial appointment: September 2007

		Appointment:  

		70%  Research

		30%  Teaching  

		00%  Service









Teaching (30%)

		Classroom

		Agro 660 Exp Design in Ag Research

		Plant Breeding and Genetics Circle Seminar

		Advising 

		Chair or Co-chair (4 Ph.D., 2 M.S.)

		3 Committee Chair

		3 Committee Co-Chair

		Committee Member (7)









Research (70%)

		Breeding/Research

		9 cultivar releases 

		7 at SDSU 

		2 at TAMU

		Grant Funding

		Total Career: ~ $2 million to Ibrahim

		TAMU: ~ $400K to Ibrahim

		Accessing both traditional sources AND non-traditional sources for a breeding program.  









Research (70%)

		Research 

		Publications

		18 total in traditional crop research journals

		4 in submission, decision pending 









Service

		Service

		Plant Breeding/Genetics Seminar Series

		VP and President TPPA

		Small Grains Advisory Committee

		Commodity Group/Field Day Presentations









Vote on Ibrahim

		YES



		NO



		ABSTAIN










Evaluation of Dr. Amir Ibrahim’s application for tenure at the Associate Professor level.


William Rooney, Professor.


I have reviewed the tenure packet of Dr. Amir Ibrahim and based on the documentation, it is my recommendation that Amir be given tenure. 

Dr. Ibrahim has been on faculty at Texas A&M University since 2007 as an Associate Professor and Small Grain Breeder.  Prior to this position, Dr. Abrahim was a winter wheat breeder at South Dakota State University.  At South Dakota State University, Amir started as an Assistant Professor and rose through the ranks to Associate Professor with tenure.   At Texas A&M University, Amir is responsible for the small grain breeding program for both oat and winter wheat.

It is my recommendation that given tenure based on the following assessment.  


1. Dr. Ibrahim developed and taught several courses at SDSU; he has continued that trend here at TAMU.  He is now teaching an experimental design course that has had both good enrollment and good ratings.  It is an important and needed course in our graduate student training.  


2. Dr. Ibrahim has developed a strong graduate research training component to his breeding program.  He serves as advisor for three students and co-advises another three (with other faculty in our department).  


3. In the past two years, Dr. Ibrahim has reestablished the small grains breeding program at College Station to critical mass.  I expect him to produce new and useful oat and wheat varieties for South and Central Texas.   


4. Dr. Ibrahim has established his ability to procure traditional sources of funding to provide base funding for the breeding program.  He is collaborating with additional scientists to procure funds from more non-traditional and competitive sources (ie, the AFRI grant).  


5. Dr. Ibrahim is studying application of wheat production in new and innovative ways.  While not all of these may be successful or adopted, it is the role of public breeding programs to develop innovative approaches and uses of our important crop plants.  


6. With regard to publication, Amir has 18 published journal articles.  In addition, over his career he has released eight wheat cultivars.  This publication and release record is acceptable for a breeder.  (He lists another 4 as submitted and 14 in preparation – I would remove these from the package and just provide those that are published, in press or accepted).  

In summary, Dr. Ibrahim has established a small grain program that will be productive; he is already well know and received by his colleagues in wheat breeding.  His program is funded and he is publishing the results of his research.  It is my opinion that Dr. Ibrahim is certainly qualified for tenure in the Department of Soil and Crop Science at Texas A&M University.   


Evaluation of Dr. Amir Ibrahim’s application for tenure at the Associate Professor level.

Scott Finlayson, Associate Professor.


Teaching.  Dr. Ibrahim has developed a graduate course for in experimental design with good enrollment and has achieved satisfactory evaluations.  He currently serves as advisor or co-advisor for 1 Postdoc, 4 Ph.D. and 2 M.S. students.  To this point in his career he has facilitated the graduation of 1 Ph.D. student and 2 M.S. students as major advisor and 1 Ph.D. student and 2 M.S. students as minor advisor.  Considering that SD may not provide funding for, or attract, large numbers of graduate students these numbers seem to be quite acceptable.

Research.  Amir has established a research program with broad objectives targeting yield, end-use quality, disease/insect resistance and stress tolerance that should provide value to Texas producers.  Over the course of his career he has released or co-released 9 wheat cultivars, including a South Dakota best-of-show variety.  Since coming to A&M in 2007 Dr. Ibrahim has demonstrated a solid record of publication and plant registrations, including 5 refereed journal articles, several journal articles in review and 4 plant registrations.  His career publication record includes 18 refereed journal articles, 6 extension publications and 13 book chapters/technical reports.  He has been active at attending and presenting results at various regional and national meetings.  This record seems consistent with a successful breeding program.  He has managed to contribute to 2 TAM wheat releases since joining the department indicating successful integration with prior and existing programs.

Dr. Ibrahim has obtained substantial funding totaling over $2 million during his career.  Since coming to Texas A&M he has acquired over $720,000 including more than $370,000 in competitive funding.  Amir has demonstrated a continuing effort to target competitive external funding to supplement internal and commodity sources.  It is apparent that Amir is ambitious and that his research program is in an accelerating phase.

Service.  Dr. Ibrahim has been active in service to both the department and the wheat community.  He has participated in co-organizing the department’s plant breeding/ genetics circle which provides a forum for discussion between breeding/ genetics faculty and students.  He has been an active member of the Texas Plant Protection Association and served on the US Wheat Germplasm Committee and other committees.  Amir has also demonstrated willingness to conduct outreach exercises by communicating wheat-related issues via different media sources (TV, radio).  These service functions, and others listed on his CV, certainly satisfy or exceed the commitments expected of his position.

Support letters.  Four letters of support have been provided for Dr. Ibrahim.  Two are from collaborators and two are from others familiar with Amir and his work.  All four letters are very positive, with no negative comments.


Summary.  Dr. Ibrahim is meeting or exceeding the requirements for tenure at the Associate Professor level expected for the wheat breeding position.  He has established a successful graduate level course and has recruited graduate students to his research program.  He also has a record of successful mentoring through the graduation process.  He has demonstrated a willingness to contribute meaningful service to both the department and the wheat community.  Finally, both acquisition of funding and tangible outputs indicate positive momentum in his research program.



David







 



• Associate Professor
• Underconsideration for TENURE

• Location: College Station
• Initial appointment: September 2007
• Appointment:  

– 70%  Research
– 30%  Teaching  
– 00%  Service



Teaching (30%)

• Classroom
– Agro 660 Exp Design in Ag Research
– Plant Breeding and Genetics Circle Seminar

• Advising 
– Chair or Co-chair (4 Ph.D., 2 M.S.)

• 3 Committee Chair
• 3 Committee Co-Chair

– Committee Member (7)



Research (70%)

• Breeding/Research
– 9 cultivar releases 

• 7 at SDSU 
• 2 at TAMU

• Grant Funding
– Total Career: ~ $2 million to Ibrahim
– TAMU: ~ $400K to Ibrahim
– Accessing both traditional sources AND non-

traditional sources for a breeding program.  



Research (70%)

• Research 
– Publications

• 18 total in traditional crop research journals
• 4 in submission, decision pending 



Service

• Service
– Plant Breeding/Genetics Seminar Series
– VP and President TPPA
– Small Grains Advisory Committee
– Commodity Group/Field Day Presentations



• YES

• NO

• ABSTAIN
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